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Figures 2f and 2g showtwo different embodiments whichutilize an outer

zone and inner zone for allowing the user to selectbetween the creation of a

pile wherethe user can control the appearance of the pile and the creation of a

pile wherethe userdelegates to the system the task of placing the document

neatlyon top of a new pile. An inner zone77 is contained within the interior of

the circle shown over an icon of a document 75 in Figure 2g. The inner zone 77

is usedto indicate to the computer system that the userdesiresto indicate to the

computersystem that the user desires to control the positioning of documents in

the pile so that the appearance of the graphical representation of the pile is, at

least to the extentof the orientation of documents in the pile, controlled by the

user. An outer zone 76 is contained within the circle shown over the icon 75

excluding the region in the inner zone 77. That is, the outer zone 76 is an

annular ring having two boundaries definedby the outer circle of Figure2f and

the inner circle of Figure 2g; this annularring maybe thoughtof as the

subtraction of the area within the innercircle fromthe area within the outer

circle. The outerzone 76 is usedto indicate to the computersystemthat the

user desiresto allow the computer system to control the positioning of

documents in the pile. The user maywhen adding one document to the pile

use the inner zone 77 to control positioning, and then when adding another

document to the pile the user may usethe outer zone76 to allowthe computer

system to controlthe positioning of the newdocument in the pile. The circles of

Figures 2fand 2g would typically not be shown during use of the invention, and

they are shown in these figures for purposes of illustration. The shapeand size

of the inner and outer zones is a design choice which may be varied to suit the .

user's desire. The operation of using the inner and outer zone will be described
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by referring to Figures 11 a and 11 b which use a differentshapeand size for the

inner and outer zones.

Figure 11a shows the circumstance where the user, by using the outer

5 zone, allowsthe system to neatly placethe document on top of the newpile,

and Figure 11 b shows four stages of where the operation wherethe user

createsa newpile and controls, by using the innerzone, the positioning of the

documents in the pile and hence the appearance of the pile. In the embodiment

shown in Figure 11 a, the userselects a document and movesthe selected

document on top of the document 450 shown at stage 451 of Figure 11 a. The

document which hasbeen selected is.not shown at this stage in the figure in

order not to obscure the outerand innerzonesof the document 450. The outer

and inner zones are not normally displayed during the use of the invention, and

they are shown in Figures 11 a and 11 b for purposes of illustration. The user,

having selected a document positions the cursor 453 over the outer zone 452 of

the document 450 as shown in stage 451. This is also shown at stage455

wherethe cursor 453 has been usedto selectdocument 454 and the document

454 and the cursor453 havebeenmoved on top of the outer zone of document

450. Whenthe user releases the mouse button indicating that the document

454 is no longerselected, the computer responds with animation as shown at

stage 457 where the document icons 458 and 460 are inclinedand rotated and

finally in stage459 are shown deposited neatlyon top of a base 461 as a new

pile. The operation of creating the new pile causes the base 461 to appear. In

an alternative embodiment of the use of the outerzone 452, the user moves the

2 5 selected document over the outerzone 452 of the document 450 so that at least

a portion of the innerzone (or some othercentral "hot spot") of the selected

document (e.g. the innerzone of document 454) is over a portion of the outer
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zone of the document 450. Then the user indicates that the selected document

is no longer selected (or that a pile is to be created) and the computer responds

with the animation shown in stages 457 and 459 to create a neat graphical

representation for the pile over the base 461.

5

The operation of creating a new pile while maintaining user control via

the appearance of the pile is shown in Figure 11b and proceeds in a manner

similar to that described for Figure 11a except thatthe user positions the cursor

467 over the inner zone 466 of the document 450. Thus, as shown at stage 465

of Figure 11b, the cursor 467, after having selected a document and moving the

document and the cursor while keeping the document selected, is positioned

over the inner zone 466 of the document 450. This is also shown at stage 470

of Figure 11b where the cursor 467 is shown over the original document 482

which is selected, and the cursor 467 is also over the inner zone 466 (not

shown). Upon the user's reaching the inner zone of the bottom document icon

450, the computer responds at stage 473 by inclining and rotating the document

icons and then by observing the position the user indicates by moving the

cursor 467 relative to the bottom, document icon 481. As long as the top

document icon is left touching the bottom document icon, the computer follows

20 the positioning of the top document relative to the bottom document and allows

the user to position the document at any location. If the user moves the cursor

outside of the bcttomdocument icon such at the top document icon is no longer

touching the bottom document icon then the computer system reverts back to

showing two separate document icons which are not inclined and rotated.

2 5 When the user is satisfied with the position of the top document icon, relative to

the bottom document icon user releases the selection on the top document (by

releasing the mouse button) which causes the computer to respond as shown at

38
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stage 475 by creating a pile having a base 461 with the top document aligned

according the user positioning of the top document relative to the bottom

document as described previously. In an altemate embodiment of the use of

the inner zone 466, the user moves the selected first document over the inner

5 zone 466 of the document 450 so that at least a portion of the inner zone (or

some other central "hot spot") of the selected document 482 is over a portion of

the inner zone of the bottom document 450 for at least a predetermined period

of time. Then the user indicates that the selected document is no longer

selected (or that a pile is to be created) and the computer responds with the

animation shown in stages 473 and 475 to allow the user to position the top

document 482 over the bottom document 450 in the manner described above.

Figures 12a and 12b show the outer and inner zone designs respectively

for the process of adding an item to a pile. The inner and outer zones are

shown in Figures 12a and 12b for the purpose of illustration. The operation of

adding to the pile and allowing the system to control the location of the new

document, as shown in Figure 12a, is similar to the operation described relative

to Figure 11a.ln particular, the user selects a document and moves the

document over to the pile and positions the cursor 503 (or alternatively the inner

zone/hot spot of the selected document) in the outer zone of the pile as shown

in stage 501. As shown in stage 50S, the document 506 which has been

selected and moved along with cursor 503 is positioned over the pile and the

cursor 503 is positioned in the outer zone. Upon releasing the selection of the

document while the document and the cursor is positioned over the pile and

2 5 particularly the cursor is positioned over the outer zone, the computer responds

at stage 511 by inclining the document 506 as it is positioned by the system on

top of the pile. At stage 514, the operation is complete as the icon 506 is shown
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on top of the graphical representation of the pile, which representation is

dynamicas illustrated in the figures. The operation shown in Figure 12b allows

the user10 add a document anywhere in the pile. This is accomplished by

selecting the document and taking the document with the cursor 517 and

5 positioning the cursor (or alternatively the innerzone/hot spot of the selected

document) over the pile and particularly overthe innerzone 516 of the pile

shown at stage515. After a predetermined periodof time, the computer

responds as shownat stage 520 with the viewcone518 and the proxy 519

within the view cone, which proxy shows the document immediately underneath

the current location inthe pile which the user has selected by placing the cursor

517 (or alternatively the inner zone/hot spot of the selected document) into the

inner zone. If the user is satisfied with this location the user releases the

selection by typically releasing the mouse button on the mouse causing the pile

appearas shown at stage525.

The invention provides a method for the user to include a user defined

specification, such as a script, for a pile. A userdefined specification may be

provided by the user (e.g. typing keywords as a specification or selecting a

sample document, having an internal representation which is described below

and which provides the specification) or maybe suggested by the system and

ratified by the user. Normally, the usercan controlwhethera pile has such a

specification and thus the system will not create sucha specification without the

user's approval. Not every pile needs or will have a user definedspecification,

although every pile will have an internal representation (described below) or a

2 5 user defined specification.
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A tool for visualizing and organizing the contents of a pile will now be

described by referring to Figure 13a and 13b. A pile 550 is shown within the

visualization window 551 of Figure 13a. Typically, the user would select the

pile 550 and then select a command from the computer which would invoke and

5 display this visualization window with the selected pile 550 within the window

551. The window 551 includes several command options which allow the user

to view the pile in different ways and to order the contents of the pile in ~ifferent

ways and to select between those different ways in order to obtain different

appearances of the pile or to otherwise reorganize the pile (e.g. create subpiles

1 0 from a single original pile). For example, by placing the cursor over the arrow

icon 555 and by selecting the icon 555 by depressing the mouse button or

otherwise signalling to the computer to select the arrow icon 555, the user

causes the computer to display a pull down menu indicating the various ways in

which the contents of the pile may be ordered. The system shows in box 556

1 5 . that the pile is currently ordered by date which means either that the most

recent items are on the top or the oldest items are on the top depending on the

designer's preference. Other options which may be included in the "order" pUll

down menu (activated by selecting arrow 555) may include: ordering by

content; ordering by size; ordering by author (alphabetically). The operation of

2 0 the pull down menu is well known in the art and has been described for

example in U.S. Patent Reissue 32,632. The arrow icon 560 allows the user to

select the way in which the pile is colored. As shown in box 561 the system

currently has colored the pile by date in which, in one embodiment, the most

saturated shade of a color is displayed near the bottom of the pile (indicating

25 the older documents) then the top of the pile has a lesser saturated shade of the

same color. It will be apparent to those in the art how to implement this function

by assigning colors; for example picking a color in a perceptual color space

41
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(e.g..Munsell color space) and varying the saturation of the color holding the

luminance constant and the hue of the color constant. The range of the dates

would be used to set the outer limits of the saturation. That is, the oldest and

most recent documents would form the extremes of the saturation range and a

5 date in the middle of that range would specify a color in the middle of the

saturation range.

10

20

25

Other ways of presenting various colors according to a measure of the

date/age of the document will be appreciated by those in the art, particularly by

referring to art relating to color management systems in computers. For

example, the hue may be varied (e.g. from red to blue) while keeping a constant

saturation and luminance. Alternatively, preselected colors (and the color

values) may be used in a look-up table for mapping the measure of date/age of

the document to one of the preselected colors in the look-up table.

In a similar manner, the user may desire to view the color of the pile 550

according to the content of the pile. This would be done by the user selecting

the arrow icon 560 to cause a pull down menu to appear below the arrow icon

560, which pull down menu would include the command option of "coloring by

content." The user would then select this command option placing the cursor

over that command option and releasing the selection (e.g. by releasing the

mouse button) which then causes the word "content" to appear within the box

561 indicating that the system will color the pile by content. This will be

described in more detail below particularly with reference to Figure 20.

The visualization window 551 also includes an arrow icon 565 which

activates a pull down menu to allow the user to select the manner in which the
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pile is organized (e.g. "pile by content"). As shown in Figure 13a, the user has

selected "pile by content" which may cause the system (depending on how

related all documents are within the pile 550) to create subpllas from this pile

550. The user could have selected other options available in the pull down

menu from icon 565, such as, "pile by date," "pile by stamps," "pile by data type".

"pile by source," etc. Let us assumethat pile 550 is a pile of mail messages

obtained through electronic mail which the user has moved out of a mail

window such as window 61 and has selected this pile for visualization in a

visualizationwindow 551. Because it is a mail messagepile, it is likely that the

contents of the various documents in the pile will vary over a large range and

that the pile would be better organized into several subpiles according to

content. Accordingly the user has placed the pile into the visualization window

551 and desires to pile by content; that is, the user desires to make subpiles

from the original pile. The user does this by selecting a command to indicate

that the pile should be piled by content. In the embodimentshown in Figure

13a, the user selects this by selecting the "arrow" button 565 which the user

may do, for example, by placing the cursor over the region of the button 565 and

pressing and releasing the mouse button or by otherwise signalling to the

computer to make this selection. Upon making the selection, visualization

window 13b appears wherein three organized piles 575, 576 and 578 are

displayed along with a miscellaneous pile ("other") 577. The system has, in

addition to creating the subpiles, provided a name for each pile in the manner

described below, particularwith reference to Figure 15. At this point, the user

may instruct the computersystemto infer a user defined specification, for

example, a script, from the systemcreated subpiles which could then be used to

automatically file new mail documents received over the electronic mall network

into one of the subpiles according to the particular script of the subplls. The
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system infers the script by using the system provided internal representation of

each subpile; for example, the 'N' (where N is an integer) most characteristic

words in the pile's internal representation (e.g. the pile's vector described

below) could be used. The user could then review the list of the 'N' (set by

5 some system threshold value) most characteristic words and approve or

disapprove of all or some of these words and then create the script. More

details concerning scripts will be presented below with reference to Figure 14.

The piles in Figure 13b were created from the original pile 550 by

allowing the system to create the subplles as described in the manner below. In

this way, the user of the computer may more efficiently review the various mail

messages and other documents within the original pile rather than having to

browse through the pile to see the keyword proxy of Figure 4f or otherwise

select documents from the original pile. Thus, for example, if the user is most

interested in "art, design" documents, then the user may begin looking at

documents in that pile first and defer examining the other subpiles or perhaps

the "notebook computer" pile depending on the interests and priorities of the

user. As will be described in more detail. the system analyzes each document

in the original pile based on the content of the document and then determines

the most appropriate subpile in which to place the document. Each subpile will

have a representation of the content of the documents within the subpile and

that representation will be compared against the representanon provided by the

system for the particular document. The closer the match between the two

representations and the more likely the particular document will end up in the

25 particular subplle.
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If the user is satisfied with the results of the subpiling process shown in

Figure 13b, the user may retain this structure by selecting the "Ok" button icon

571. Otherwise, the user may cause the documents in the subpiles to be

reassembled into the original pile 550 by selecting the "Revert" button icon 570.

5 If the user selects "Ok" 581, the filing system creates a new pile for each subpile,

which in one implementation involves changing the pathname of each

document in each subpile in the manner described above.

Figure 14 shows another tool, a script window 601, for manipulating piles

which have a user defined specification (e.g. a script) and controlling the way

they work in the computer system. The user may obtain the window 601 or

other windows for creating and/or editing scripts in various ways, such as

providing a command to the computer to display such a window on a display

screen 22 (e.g. a "Create script" command) or adding a document to a pile that

already contains a script where the document's content does not match the

script ina close enough way and where the system has been instructed to so

notify the user when this occurs. In either instance, the script window 601

appears on the display screen 22. If the window was invoked by adding an item

to a pile and the user does not mind that the content of the document does not

precisely match the script of the pile, the user may select the command "just add

this item" by selecting this command in the various ways known to select the

command in a graphical user interface. This would typically take place by

positioning the cursor near the button icon 602 and selecting this command

while the cursor is positioned over the button 602. If the user desired to modify

2 5 the pile's script to accommodate the new document which was added then the

user may select this option by placing the cursor in the button 603 and selecting

that option (e.g. by depressing and releasing the mouse button while the cursor
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is heldover button 603). As shown in Figure 14, the user has selectedthe

option of modifying the pile'S script.

The script window601 as shown in Figure 14 has appeared after the

userattempted to add a text document from Richard Mander(datedApril 19,

1991 and regarding design competition update) to a pile having a script. Since

the document's representation did not match in a close enough mannerthe

criteriaof the pile's script, the computer displayed the window601. The script of

the pile to which the Richard Mander document was added can now be

modified by selecting various options within the script window 601. The region

605 of window601 contains threecheck boxes 607,608 and 609. If the user

selects any of these three checkboxesthis will instructthe systemto modifythe

scriptto causethe system to collect intothe pile items"from Richard Mander" or

items"dated April 19, 1991"or items"regarding design competition update",

depending on which optionor options are selected by the user. For example, if

the user selectsthe optionto collect items"from Richard Mander" then the

computer systemsearches the filing system for documents containing a "from"

line or field indicating that.Richard Manderis the authorof the documentor an

authorof the document. Similarly, if the userselects the optionof collecting

itemswhich are dated April 19, 1991, the system will collectdocuments which

are dated April 19, 1991 into the pile which is controlled by this script. Typically,

the user will select any of these options by manipulating the cursorcontrol

means to position the cursorover one of the check boxesand then by selecting

the check box, which may occurby depressing and releasing the mouse's

button. Thus, for example, if the userwanted to pull all documents into the pile

which have a regarding line "design competition update" then the user would

position the cursor over the check box 609and selectthat option by depressing
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and releasing the mouse button. This causes the system (after the user selects

the command) to pull in all documents into the pile controlled by this script

which contain "design competition update" in the regarding line/field of the

document. In this manner, the system may automatically classify information for

5 the user and the user may instruct each pile separately according to the needs

and criteria of the user or the basis of a user defined specification.

Region 611 of the script window 601 contains a list provided by the

system which indicates the most unique used words in the particular document

from Richard Mander (Le. the document which was added to the pile and then

caused the system to display the script window 601 on the display screen 22).

As will be described below, the system can provide a ranked list of the most

frequently used words in a document which also best characterize the

document relative to all other documents in the file system of the computer. This

is done by the use of, in one implementation, the vector described below for the

document. In this implementation, each word listed in region 611 is one

component of an n dimensional vector which describes the document and

provides a representation of the contents of the document. As shown in script

window 601, the word "design" is the most characteristic word followed by

"competition" and "interface". The system provides this listing in region 611 and

the user may scroll through the various words in this listing by selecting the

scroll arrows 627 and 628 or by using the scroll bar 629. The scrolling of the

contents of region 611 is accomplished in the normal manner of the prior art.

The user may select anyone or all or some of the words in region 611. When

25 these words are selected, they appear in region 612 indicating to the system

that the pile's script should be modified such that the representation 'of the pile

(e.g. the pile's vector), as described below, is modified to take into account the
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words selected by the user. Alternatively, the user may type words into region

612 to thereby modify the script of the pile. In this manner, the script of the pile

is modified to take into account the new document from Richard Mander which

was added to the pile by the user before the script window 601 was displayed.

For example, the user could select·"competition" and the word "children" and

these words would then appear in region 612; when the user selects "add to

script" button 620 this causes the system to update the script for the pile causing

the internal representation of the pile to be modified in order to allow the user to

control the way the script behaves in the computer system. The selection of the

words in region 611 may be accomplished in any of a number ways which are

familiar to user's of computer systems having graphical user interlaces (e.g.

positioning the cursor over a word and selecting the word or "shift-clicking" to

select multiple words).

In a similar manner, the script of the pile may be modified to take into

account labels which specify certain criteria such as label 614 shown in region

630. These labels contain certain "canned" criteria specified by the user and

the user may select these labels by positioning the cursor over the particular

label and selecting the label causing the icon of that label to appear in region

617. These labels may be the programmable user interlace elements

described in the application having serial number 07nOO,729 which was filed

May 15, 1991 and is entitled "A User Interface System Having Programmable

User Interface Elements" and is assigned to the assignee of this application.

These labels provide a programmable means for causing the execution of a

series of instructions and may include, for example, a requirement that all

documents in a pile be dated after a certain date.
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Once the user has determined and selected the various criteria which are

to be used to modify the internal description of the pile (pile's script) then the

user may indicate to the system that the script should be modified by selecting

the "add to script" button 620 and then by selecting the okay button 623 which

causes the execution of the script wherein the system checks for documents

managed by the filing system which match the modified script. If the user does

not like certain criteria which have been previously selected, the user may

cancel the selection by selecting the cancel button 625. If the user selects the

"script..." button 621 the system provides a window for the user to type in words

or other criteria which will then be used to modify the script of the pile. This

modified script may then be selected by selecting the add to script button 620

and okay button 623. If the user has requested a script window similar to

window 601 while nQ1 adding to a pile, then the user desires to modify the script

of the pile; this is accomplished by entering commands into a script window in a

manner similar to that described for window 601.
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the representation of each document and each pile and performs the various

operations with piles which have been described above, will now be described

2 0 by referring to the various flow charts of Figures 15 through 21.
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Figure 15 shows one method according to the present invention for

creating the internal representation used by the filing system in organizing piles,

which internal representation is for each document in the filing system (or for a

2 5 certain selected group of documents as specified by the user) and for.every pile

maintained in the filing system (or for piles which have been selected by the

user to have their internal representation determined). Typically, the filing
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system will perform this operation for everydocument (usually user documents,

not system documents suchas operating system files)and for every pile in the

system. If the filing system is using the method of the invention for the first time,

then the method shown in Figure 15 mustbe applied to everydocument in the

system; that is, everydocument in the system mustbe treated'as a new

document. The method 700 for indexing documents beginsat step 701 which is

merely a nodepoint in the process. The first operational step of the system

involves a test for whetherthe document is a newdocument at step 702. A

modified document is considered a newdocument as well as a new document

which the usercreatesor which comes into the user'scomputer system via

electronic mail. It is also noted that a document that is deletedaffectsthe

internal representation of all otherdocuments in the system and the designer of

systems usingthe present invention maywant to eventually (e.g. in background

processing on the computersystem) recompute eachdocument's vector and

each pile'svector in this circumstance also. If there is a newdocument in the

computer system processing proceeds to step 703 in which the computer

system countsthe numberof timescertain words are used in a document. Only

certain wordsare counted because many words (e.g. the, it, a, and, etc.) are

usedtoo commonly and would not provide a good internal representation of the

contents of any document. Therefore, thesewords (referred to as "stopwords")

are discarded in analyzing and indexing documents. This may be

accomplished by the system establishing a "stopword" table which is examined

for each word in a document which is being indexed. The system should also

"stem" eachword being indexed in order to prevent unnecessary redundancies

between the singularand plural of a word (e.g. "horse" and "horses")' and

different tenses of a verb and othertechniques which are known in the art may

be applied for stemming the words (e.g. child and children would be considered
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the same word). During indexing of eachdocument. the system adds a new

(non-stop) wordto a table of unique words for the document or if the word is

alreadyin the document's table the system increments the count component for

that word in that table. It will understood that this table will be maintained for a

document dUring indexing and the table contains an index to each non-stop

word in the document along with a countof the numberof times the word

appears in the document. The indextypically refersto (indexes) a global

document frequency tablewhich contains a list of all non-stop words used in all

documents managed by the filing system of the present invention. Also dUring

indexing a document in step 703, the global document frequency table is

updated in the following manner. That is, step 705 is typicallyperformed at the

sametime as step703 although it need not be. For each uniqueword in a

document the system addsthe word or increments the count for the word in the

global document frequency table but only for the first time the uniqueword is

found in the document. This globaldocument frequency table is maintained for

all documents in the system whichare to be indexed and showsthe numberof

documents in the system which usethe particularword: If during indexing a

. unique (non-stop word) is found which is not in the global document frequency

table then the word is added to that table but only for the first time the word is

foundin the document. That is, subsequent uses of that word in the same

document will not cause a modification of the global document frequency table.

If that sameword is found in anotherdocument then, during indexing of that

otherdocument, the system increments the count for that word in the global

document frequency table. thereby indicating that the word is contained in two

documents.

5 1
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After indexing a new document, step 703, processing proceedsto

determining the numberof documents in the system (documents which are

previously indexed) whichuse each of the certain words in the new document.

This is determined by examining the global document frequency table, which

maybe a hashtable, for each word in the document which has been Indexed. If

all documents are new in the system, a special initialization processwhich is

accomplished in two phases mustbe performed in order to properly index.all

documents in the system. In the first phase. word frequencies are computed for

all the documents; in other words, step703 is performed for each document in a

system and then the global document frequency count table will then be

completed. In the second phase the document vectors are calculated, which is

shown as step707, for eachdocument in a system. Step704 performs. in

effect, this two phase initialization process by forcing step 703 to be repeated

when system initialization occurs; step 703 is repeated until all documentsare

indexed and then the global document frequency table is completed. System

initialization may be determined by searching for the global document

frequency table; if it existswhen a newdocument is indexed in step 703 then

the system hasbeen initialized and otherwise the system has not been

initialized and initialization proceeds until all documents are indexed in step

703.

In step 707 the internal non-normalized representation of a document is

determined by calculating the document's vector. This is done by determining,

for each of the non-stop words in the document the ratioof the number of times

the particular word in the document is used ("tf"--obtained from the document's

table) dividedby the numberof documents in the system with the same

particular word ("df"--obtained from the global document frequency table). This
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ratio is sometimes referred to as the term frequency (tf) of the word divided by

the document frequency df of the word (tf/df). This ratio provides a weight for the

particular word for this document as shown in step 709. Typically these

individual weights are normalized in the manner shown below. Then the

5 system will typically sort, in step 711, the normalized weights of a particular

document to select a predetermined number of strongest normalized weights.

The vector for the document is the collection of the predetermined number of

strongest normalized weights. In a typical embodiment, 50 to perhaps an

unlimited number of the strongest weights (which represent 50 to an unlimited

number of the most characteristics words of the document) would be used for

the document's vector. If an unlimited number of weights is used, the system

will tend to operate slower. At this point, the system has the information

necessary to display the proxy shown in Figure 4f (used in the case of mail

documents) because the most strongest weights identify the most characteristic

words in the document, and it is these words which are displayed in this proxy

(together with, if desired, words in preselected fields of a document, such as

"To", etc.). At step 717, the system determines whether the new document is

part of a pile. If it is not processing loops back to node A (701) which is a

waiting node in which the system waits for a new document in the filing system

20 of the computer. If the new document is part of a pile then processing proceeds

to step 719 in which the internal representation (e.g. a vector) for the pile is

determined. This representation may be anyone of several possible types,

including the average of all document vectors in the pile (which is

representative of the internal context of the pile) or the pile's representation may

2 5 be designated by a script as described above or designated by a sample

document (Le. the pile's vector is the same as a sample document's vector) or

the pile's vector may be designated by certain key words having user
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establlshed weights. It will be appreciated that if the method 700 for indexing a

document is being performed during initialization of the systemthen the

determination of a pile vector will occur after all documents have been indexed

andthe global document frequency table has beencompleted. After step 719,

5 processing loops back to node A wherein the system waits for an interrupt or

other messages indicating a new document has been placed into the filing

system of the computer.

tf1(IOQ~ J

.~ (tf .(109 ~.J~2
1= 1 I I )

tw=-.=========
1

10

20

The methods employed in steps 703,705,707, 709 and 711 are known

in the art and various ways of determining an internal (or content)
100ll
".. ;1' representation of a document are available in the information retrieval art. See,
;J~i

o"JI e.g. "Term-Weighting Approaches in Automatic Text Retrieval," G. Saltonand
~lJI

IJ'~ C. Buckley, Information Processing & Management, Vol. 24, No.5, pp. 513-523,
n~
iJ:~ 1988. However, these methods have not beenused in the context of piles as
m
:w 1 5 described in this invention. In one implementation of the invention, the
l'!'~
~.. f

nJl normalized weight for a partlcularword (tltw1") in a particular document is
ru
~~1__-:::determined according to the formula:--C:~ ~----------

~~I

---------- ---------
where:

25

N = total number of documents in the filing

system which are selected for indexing

(default selection is all user documents);
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nj= df for the word "i" (df is document frequency

for word "i" from the global document

frequency table)
5

tfj = term frequency for the "ith" non-stop word in

the particulardocument

10

15

a = numberof unique non-stop words in the

particular document (i.e. the numberof

components in the vector for the particular

document)

n1 = the df for the particularword having its

normalized weight being determined

tf1 = tf (term frequency) of theparticular word in

the particular document; tw1 is the

normalized weight for this particular word in

this particular document

Other implementations maybe usedaccording to the needsof the

system designer.

25 Figure 16 shows a method for performing the operation of browsing of a

pile. From nodeE, the system begins at step 751, in whichthe system

examines the location of the cursorand determines whetheror not it is pointing

to a pile. It will be appreciated that the system will typically monitorthe position

of the cursorin anyone of the many waysknown to those in the art. If the cursor

30 is not pointing to the pile processing loopsbackto node E.. If the cursor is
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pointing to a pile then processing proceeds to step 752 in which the computer

determines whetherthe cursor hascontinued to pointto a document on the pile

fora predetermined period of time. If not (e.g. cursormoved away from pile)

processing loops backto nodeE in which the system continues to monitorthe

position of the cursor. If the cursorhaspointed to a document on a pile for a

predetermined periodof time then processing proceeds to step 753 in which the

system arranges the pile for viewing. This step may involve nothing or it may

involve shifting a portion of the pile as shown in Figure 4e. Processing then

proceeds to step 755 in whichthe view cone is shown and a proxy of the

selected document in the pile isdisplayed. Thenthe system continues to

monitor the position of the cursorto determine whether the user has pointedto

anotheritem in the pile (step 757). If this is true, processing loopsbackto step

753 to arrange the pile for viewing (e.g. pile is re-arranged to reflecta new

shifted portion) and processing continues to step 755 in which the view cone

continues to be displayed and a new proxyof the new selected document is

also displayed in the viewcone. If the samedocument is still being displayed

because the pointerhas not moved awayfromthe document processing

proceeds from step 757 to step 758 in which the computer determines whether

or not the'user has signalled to the computer to page through the selected proxy

to the extentthe proxyhas multiple pages. If not,then processing goes to step

760; otherwise processing proceeds to step759 in which the system shows the

desiredpage of the multiple page proxy in the viewcone on the displayscreen

22. Sincethe computer continues to monitor the position of the cursor and the

status of the mouse's button, the computer system continues to determine

whether the cursor is pointing to the pile (step 760); if not processing loops back

to node E and otherwise processing loops backto step755.
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As noted above, the system provides variousautomatic or user invoked

actionson piles in orderto assist the user in organizing the documents stored

stored in the user's filing system on the computer. The variousways in which

the system of the present invention performs these functions will now be

described with reference to Figure 17. Figure 17 showsthree distinct

processing flowsfromthree nodes (G, G1 and G2). It will appreciated by those

in the art that any of these nodes maybe entered into on the basisof an

interrupt provided to the system or someotheruser action so that entry may

occur into the flow chart of Figure 17 at any node point. such as nodepointG,

G1, or G2 depending on the action by the user. Processing beginsfrom nodeG

at step 801 which determines whether or not the user has given a document to

the system to file in existing piles. This mayoccurby the user providing a "put

away" instruction to the filing system after selecting a document to be put away.

If this occurs, then processing proceeds to step 803 in whichthe system

attempts to find a pile with the closest pile vectorto the document's vectorand

placesthat document in that pile. This is typically done in such a mannerthat

the similarity between the content of the document and contentof eachpile is

determined. In a typicalembodiment this similarity is determined by computing

the unit dot product of the pile's vectorand the document's vector. A system or

user supplied predetermine threshold maythen be used to compare against

each dot product and the highest dot product above the thresholdwill indicate

which pile to placethe document into. Alternatively, the document (copies

thereof) or aliases (pointers) thereof may be placedinto all piles which produce

dot products with the document's vectorwhich exceedthe preselected

threshold. It should be noted that step 803 could be performed automatically by

the system for any newor modified document if the user so instructs the

computersystem to perform this function automatically. That is, the user may
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instruct the filing system on the computer to always be active in putting away

documents into piles rather than doing this only when specifically invoked by

the user (e.g.a "put away"command). An example of a method for determining

a measure of similarity will now be provided. Consider a documentvector and

a pilevectoLS.h~_.
Document Vector

in.ds.x M

Each index may be a pointerlindex to an entryto the global document

frequency table where the index "5" is for one word in the table and index "27 is

for anotherword in that table. Notethat in this example there is only one word

(non-stop word) which is common between the document's vector and the pile's

vector. The dot product, which is a wayto measure the similarity between the

content of the document and the content of the pile, for this example is

determined by searching for matches in the indexes (e.g. index 5) and

mUltiplying the tw's for each matched index. In this case,the dot product is:

0.1 x 0.2 =0.02 sincethere is only one match. This dot product may then be

compared to other dot products showing the similarity between the document

and other piles.
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Step805 is performed anytime afterentry from node g1. In step 805, the

system determines whetheror not the user hasgiventhe system a sample
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document which should be used in orderto start a pile. If not, processing

proceeds to nodeg2. If the system has beengiven a sampledocumentand

beeninstructed by the userto starta pileon the basisof that "seed"document,

processing proceeds to step 807 in whichthe syste~ uses the vectorof the

sample document to find all documents which are closer than the preselected

threshold basedon the intemal representation of each document, such as the

document's vector. Copies or aliases of suchdocuments are stored in the pile

whichwas created fromthe sample document.

Step 809 mayoccurfroman interrupt to the systemor a command to the

system; this interrupt mayoccurfromthe action of addinga document to the pile

whenthe user has instructed the system to monitorthe addition of documents to

a pile having a scriptwhere the internal representation of the document does

not match the criteriaof the scriptof the pile. As an alternate embodiment, the

user may instructthe computer to observe the "cohesion" of each pile (whether

or not the pile hasa script) and indicate a warning to the user that a newly

addeddocument to a pile does not match in a close enough manner

(determined by a similarity measurement being compared to a preselected

threshold), whichwarning gives the user an opportunity to remove the

document fromthe pile. It is noted that the usercould actually instruct the

computer to ignore any suchstepswhich in effect results in an automatic "no" to

the decision made at step 811. If the user has instructed the filing system to

monitorthe addition of documents to a pile having a script, then step 809 will be

invoked whenthe useraddsa document to such a pile which does not match

the document. In otherwords, the scriptof the pile does not closely match the

internal representation of the document. If this occursprocessing proceeds to

step 811 in which the system displays a dialog box or windowto the user asking
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the user whetherthe pile's script should be modified. This dialog box or

window maybe similarto the window 601 shown in Figure 14. If the user

indicates that the pile's script is to be modified, processing proceeds to step 813

in whichthe system displaysexisting criteriaand/orthe script for the pile.

Alternatively, the script and criteriacould be displayedin step 811 with a

decision box requiring the user to decidewhetheror not to just add the

document to the pile or modify the pile'sscript. At step 815, the systemdisplays

proposed script/criteria changes to the pile'scriteriaor script. This is shown in

Figure 14 by the words found in the Richard Manderdocumentwhich are

shown in the region 611 or by the items in region 605 such as the author of the

document (from"Richard Mander'"). In step817, the user selectschangesto

the criteriaand indicatesto the computer that these changes are acceptable.

This causesthe system to respond in step 819 by pulling in copies or aliases of

all documents on the system having vectors which match the new pile's script

vector. After step 819,the system proceeds backto monitoring any of the

variousactionslinterrupts which cause entry into the processing shown in

Figure 17. The use of a script has manypossibilities, for example, it is noted

that the scriptcould include the use of the vector representation of the pile as

well as other features which may be matched in a boolean "AND" fashion or

matched in a boolean "OR" fashion.

Figure 18a showsa method of the present invention for creating subpues

from a pile or other selected set of documents (e.g. documents within a folder).

This method would be invoked in various ways by the user or perhaps under

system control automatically (e.g. as a result of a search wherethe user

requests the search results pile to be processed into subpiles after the search).

For example, the user could place a pile such as pile 550 into the visualization
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window551 shown in Figure 13a and then select the command pile by content

causing the system to respond, as shown in Figure 13b with four subpiles

created by the system. If the system determines, in step851, that the userwants

to createsubpiles from a pile, then processing proceeds to step 853 in which

the system determines whether there any documents which are left in the

original pile. If no documents are left in the pile processing proceeds through

node F2 to step 871. In the beginning of a subpiling process, typically

documents will be remaining in the pile and thus processing proceeds to step

855 in whichthe first document is taken fromthe pile and is designated as the,

currentdocument. Then processing proceeds to step 857 in which the system

compares the similarity of the current document to each existing subpile. This

can be done in many different ways as described above, including the

calculation of the dot product between the vectorof the document and each

subpile's vector. The similarity measure, which may be the dot product

described above, is compared to a threshold which may be establ.ished by the

system or by the user. For example, the user may be presented with a graphical

slider, the knobof which maybe selected and moved alongthe slide to vary the

threshold which will then vary the amount of subpiles which are created by the

system duringthe process of subpiling. In the case of the first document from a

pile, this test in step 859 will result automatically in the creation of a new subpile

sincethere are no existing subpiles. After the first document in the pile, the test

in step 859 will determine whether a new subpile is created, which occurs in

step 861. In step 861, the newsubpile is created with the currentdocument as

the seeddocument of the new subpile which thereby determines the internal

representation of the subpile. If processing proceeded through step 861, then it

loops backto step 853 as shown in Figure 18a.
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If the result of the test in step 859 is a "yes" then processing proceeds to

step 863, in which the system sorts the matching.subpiles (i.e. subpiles

producing a similarity measure with the document which exceed the threshold)

by similarity measurement to the current document. Then in step 865, the

5 system determines whether a document is allowed to be in more than one

subpile. If not, processing proceeds to step 869 in which the current document

is added to best matching (on the basis of a similarity measure) subpile. Also in

step 869, the system updates the running similarity score by adding the·

similarity score, which may be the dot product between the document's vector

C~! 1 0 and the best matching subpile's vector, to the running total of the similarity.score

"lJi for the entire subpiling system, which is initialized at zero prior to beginning the
:'1~

\;,tJi process shown in Figure 18a. If a current document is allowed to be in more
tj1i
i'1.~ than one subpite, then processing proceeds to step 867 in which the current
~n
f'~ document is added to all matching subplles having a similarity measurement

15 which exceeded the threshold. As in step 869, the running similarity score for

the system is updated by adding the dot products or other similarity scores (one

for each matching subpile to which the current document was added) to the

running total for the system. Following step 867 or 869, processing loops back

to node F1 and the various steps described above. It is noted that if the

20 document is to be added to more than one subplle, either a copy of the

document or an aliases/pointer to a copy of the document may be stored in the

subpile, in a manner which is similar to the conventional prior art technique of

storing a file or an aliases/pointer of a file in a subdirectory or folder.

25 If at any step of the process of creating a subpile, there are no documents

left in the original pile, then the decision required in step 853 results in the

system proceeding to step 871 in which the system determines whether there
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are any subpiles whichcontain only a singledocument. If no such subpile

exists then processing proceeds to node F3 which results in step 876 being

performed, otherwise, processing proceeds from step 871 to step 873 in which

a miscellaneous subplle is created. Then, in step ~4, eachdocumentfrom a

single document subpile is transferred to the misceUaneous pile (andthe

running similarity score is updated) and the singlecSocument sUbpiles are

removed fromthe system in step 875. Then, in step 876, the system determines

whetherany improvement to the total systemsimil(;llity score has occurred since

the last total similarity score. This system similarity score is computed as

described abovein steps867 and 869 eachtime a document is addedto a

matching subpile and afterall documents have been removed from the original

pile this test in step867 is typically performed; obviously, in the first pass

throughthis step, the system will placeall documents back in the original pile by

proceeding to step 877 and then back to node F1, repeating the process while

maintaining in storage a record of the prior total similarity score. It will be

appreciated that this total similarity score is only for documents in the original

pile and only for similarity measurements between those documents and

subplles created during the subpiling process described here. The test in step

876 maylnciude a comparison to a threshold wherethe difference, which

should be an improvement, between the prior total system similarity score and

the currenttotal system similarity score is compared to a threshold and if that

difference does not exceed the threshold, then no effective improvement has

occurred and processing is completed. A designerof a system using the

presentinvention may decide that it is efficient and reasonably accurate to

merely repeat the process of subpiling only once or some fixed numberof times

rather than attempting to access an improvement at the end of each subpiling

pass.
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Figure 18b shows an alternative subpiling process according to the

present invention where the userchooses the number of subpues which are to

be created from the originalpile. This is typically done in order to avoid

5 unnecessary clutterof subpiles. Without this feature, it is possible that the

computer filing system of the present invention couldcreatetoo many subplles

making it moredifficult for the userto manage and organize the piles created in

this manner. The process of Figure 18bbeings at step880 in which the system

determines the numberof subpiles which are allowed by the user when a

subpiling process is invoked. Processing then proceeds to step 882 to

determine whetherthe desired number of subpiles havebeen createdso far in

the subpiling process. If they have, processing proceeds through nodeJ2 to

step 891, and otherwise processing proceeds to step 884 in which the system

computes the total similarity of each remaining document in the originalpile to

all existing subpiles. In the special caseof the first document which is removed

from the original pile, there is nothing to compute sinceno subpileexists. Then,

in step 886 the remaining documents are sorted from leastto mosttotal

similarity. Then in step 888, the document in the original pile with the least total

similarity is removed fromthe original pile. In the caseof the first document

20 which is removed from the original pile, any document will do. Then, in step

890 anew subpne is created with the document which was removed in step

888, usingthat document as the seed for the similarity measurement

comparisons (e.g. the document's vectoris used for the subpile's vector). Then

processing proceeds back to step 882 in which this process repeats through

25 steps 884 through 890 unless processing proceeds through nodeJ2 to step

891. In the second pass through steps884 through 890, step 884 does involve

the computation of the total similarity of each remaining document in the original
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pile to all existing subplles. This is done in the fashion described above

wherein the internal representation of each document Is used with the internal

representation of each sUbpile to compute a similarity measurement between

the documentand each subpile. The total similarity for a documentto all

existing subpiles is a summation of each similarity measurement betweenthe

document and all existingsubpiles. Thus, for example, if four subpiles exist

when the computation is made, four dot products may be computed as the.

similarity measurement, each dot product being between the document'svector

and the seed vector of the four existing subpllss: these four dot productsare

then added together to providea total similarity measurement for the document.

Then in step 886, these total similarity measurements for each documentare

sorted. The document with the leasttotal similarity in this sorted list is removed

from the pile in step 888 and a newsubpile is created with this document as a

seed as shown in step 890 and the processing continues back to step 882.

When the numberof subpues which exist by virtue of the subpiling process

equals the desired numberselectedby the user, processingproceeds to step

891 which determines whether there are any documents left in the original pile.

If the answer is no, the processis completed. However, if the answer from step

891 is yes, processing proceeds to step893 in which the systemtakes the first

remaining document from the original pile and labels it the current document

and then proceeds to step 895. In step 895, the systemcomparesthe similarity

of the current document to each existing subpileand then in step 897, the

system sorts the matching subpiles by similarityto the current document. In step

899, the system adds the current document to the best matching subpile and

proceeds back to step 891. The forgoing descriptionof the process of sUbpiling

from an original pile has been describedwith reference to a specific procedure;

however, using known information retrieval technology, other implementations
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will be available to those in the art upon reference to this description and the

information retrieval art.

An alternative to the process of creating a subpile according to either of

the methods shown in Figure 18a or 18bwill be described. Prior to startingthe

subpiling process. the user may want to specify certain subpiles which must be

created; this may be done by specifying a "seed"document which is

representative of a desiredsubpile or a "virtual" seeddocument (specified by

keywords which may be used to create an internal/content representation of the

suopite). Thesedesiredsubpiles are then used by the system as subpiles

which exist immediately upon beginning the process (e.g. entering step 853) of

creating subpiles from apile. It should also be noted that the processof

creating subpilesmay be performed from several originalpiles merelyby

combining them into one original pile or by using one pile as an original pile

and the other original piles as pre-existing subpiles.

The system and method of the present invention also providea

mechanism for searching documents in the file system of the computerwhether

those documents are in piles or conventional subdirectories/folders. This

method is shown in Figure 19 and begins at step 901. in which the system

determines whetherthe user wantsto search for documents matching a set of

termswhichare specified by the user. Typically I the userwill indicate that a

search is desiredand the system will respond with a question askingthe user

whether the user wishes to definea set of termsor to specify a sample

document. It will be appreciated that, otherpossible means of requesting a

search or formulating a search maybe used. If the userwantsto specifya set of

terms, the system allowsin step 903 the userto do so andthen creates in the
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step 905 a virtual document vector (orother representation of the terms) for the

set of terms (andtheiruserselected weights, unlessby default the terms are

equally weighted). That is, the user specifies termsand then those terms are

usedto specifya vectorof a virtual document which° is used laterwhen

5 processing. Processing from step 905proceeds dir8cuyto step 911. If the user

wishes to search using a sample document (e.g. create°8pile from a sample

document manually by searching and obtaining a listof the documents or °

automatically createa pile containing the search results) then processing

proceeds from step 901 to step907 in which the system requests the userto

10 specifythe sample document; if no sample document is SPecified processlnq

loops backto nodeC waiting for an interrupt or other instruction indicating to

beginthe search process. After the sample document is specified in step 907,

the system proceeds to step 911 in which it compares each document's vector

(or other representation of the document) in the system with the document

15 vector (or other representation) of the sample document or the document vector

(or other representation) of the virtual document created in step 905. This may

occur by any of a number of ways of determining a similarity measure, including

by determining the unit dot product of the sample document's vector against the

vector of all documents in the system. It will be appreciated that alternative

20 similarity measures or search routines may be employed, such as measuring

the similarity between the document and each pile or folder and then searching

within those piles or folders having the best matches to the document. It is

notedthat this comparison can eliminate documents which are not close

enough by testing each dot product against a preselected threshold.

25

In step 915 the system sortsthe list of documents basedon the

comparison with the document vectorof the sample (or virtual) document. This
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list may be limited by the comparison againsta preselected threshold as

described above. Then in step.917 the system createsand displaysa pile of

the sorted documents which are closestto the sample (or virtual)document.

Following step 917 processing proceeds back nodeC which waits for a

command to search fromthe user. Alternatively, the pile may be dividedinto

subplles according to the techniques of the invention. Theuser mayalso, after

the search pile is created, manipulate that pile to perform other searches such

as a newor revised search.

Figure 20 shows a method for usingcolor to assist in organizing

information in a computer and to assist a user in understanding the contentand

organization of piles within the following system. This method begins in step

951 wherein the userselects a pile and then in step 953 selectsa method of

visualization such as the visualization window551 shown in Figure 13a. This

causes the system, in step 955, and display the visualization windowshowing

the pile within the window (or the user may haveto move the pile into the

window). Then in step 957, the userselects the command "order by date" and

the system orders documents in the pile by the date of the document. It is

appreciated that step 957 is a two-part process even though it is shown as one.

This may be done in any of the well known waysof sorting and listing

documents by the dateof the document. This date maybe eitherthe date

maintained by the filing system of the document or maybe a date line (field) of

the document which is contained in the contents of the document and was

provided by the authorof the document. After step 957, the user in- step959

selects the command "colorby date" and the system displaysdocuments with

differentcolorsand organized according to the date. It is appreciated that step

959 is a two-part process eventhough it is shown as one. That is, the color of
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the document is correlated with the age of the document in the manner

described above. This is done typically by determining the range of dates for

the entire pile by determining the oldest document and the most recent

document (andthereby determining the range) and thereby determining the

range of the variable saturation for a particular color (e.g. 256 different

saturation values for a given luminance and hue of a color). The oldest

document wouldthen be assigned the mostsaturated color (e.g. saturation

levelequal to 255 in an 8 bit color system) and the most recentdocumentwould

havethe leastsaturation (e.g. saturation levelequal to zero for the same

luminance and hueof a color). A document with a date in the middleof the date

rangewould have half of the saturation of the oldestdocument and other

documents would beproportlcneo accordingly. Other well known techniques

may be used for assigning colorson the basisof the dates of the various

documents in the pile. The user maynextselect "colorby content" in step 961

in the mannerdescribed above in conjunction with Figure 13a. This causes the

systemin step 963 to displaythe documents in the pile with differentsaturations

of color according to the closeness (determined by a similarity measure) of the

document to the internal representation of the pile. This may be done by

comparing the document's vectorto the pile'svectorby the using the unit dot

productof the two vectors in the manner described above. The computerwould

determine all dot products for all documents in the pile and then sort those dot

products from highest to smallest. The highest dot product indicates a

document which mostclosely matches the pile's internal representation (e.g.

pile's vector) and the smallest dot product would indicate a documentwhich is

farthest away from the pile's internal representation. This sorted list of dot

products corresponds to a sorted list of documents since each dot product is

associated with a particular document and thus different saturations of a given
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color at the same luminance and hue may be supplied to the different

documents according to their dot product. In other words. the dot product for a

particular document maps to a particular saturation of a color the same way that

the date maps to a color as described above. The user may desire that this pile

5 retain its colored form based on coloring by content by selecting the okay button

571 and then by closing the visualization tool window. This will cause the new

colored pile to appear on the display means 22 in the filing system of the

present invention. It is noted that the order of many of the steps shown in Figure

20 is not critical to the invention and these steps may be practiced in other

1 0 sequences which are not shown.

In order to summarize many of the features of the present, a typical

example will be given of how a user may interact with piles. Figure 21

represents a flow chart showing this typical example; the order of many of these

15 steps is not critical to the invention and they may be practiced in other

sequences which are not shown. Beginning in step 1001. the user creates a

pile by moving one document on top of another. This has been described

above in ~nnection with Figure 3 and other figures. The u.sermay also create

a pile by selecting two different documents and selecting a command available

20 in the computer system to create a pile. Next the user in step 1003 moves the

newly created pile by positioning the cursor over the base of the pile and

signaling the selection of the pile and then moving the cursor to move the pile.

In step 1005 the user selects another pile by positioning the cursor over the

base of the pile and signalling a selection of that pile. In step 1007, the user

2 5 opens the pile by anyone of the mechanisms for obtaining an alternate view as

described above. For example. by rapidly depressing and releasing (double

clicking) the mouse button while positioning the cursor over the base of the pile.
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The system responds in step 1009 to the actions of the user in step 1007 by

opening a pile window with the contents of the pile displayed in that window or

alternatively by spreading out the documents in the form shown in Figure sct
An example of a pile window containing the contents of the pile is shown Figure

Ba.

In step 1011, the user may close the pile window by positioning the.

cursor over the close box and signalling a setecnonor by using anyone of the

other known techniques for closing a window in a graphical user interface.

Then in step 1012, the user selects a document which is not in a pile and drags

it to the top of an existing pile to add it to the pile. This is typically done in one of

many ways for moving a document in a filing system having a graphical user

interface, such as positioning the cursor over the icon of the document and

selecting the document and keeping the document selected while the cursor is

moved thereby moving the cursor and the document on the display screen. The

system's response to step 1012 is step 1015 in which the system displays a

script dialog box since the targeted pile to which the document was added is a

scripted pile and since the new document has an internal representation which

does not match the current criteria of the pile. The user selects in step 1015 to

modify the pile's script. This takes place in step 1017 in which the system

modifies the pile's script on the basis of the user's input. For example, the user

specifies particular criteriato use in modifying the pile's script such as selecting

two unique words from the added document or by using a particular label such

as the label 614 shown in Figure 14.

Then in step 1019, the user instructs the system to add documents to the

pile on the basis of the pile's modified script or the system does so automatically
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after modifying the pile's script. Whether automatic or upon user instruction, the

system adds to the pile on the basis of the new script in step 1019. The

computer may display an animation of document icons moving from their old

locations on the display screen into the pile.

In step 1021. the user instructs the system to create subpiles of a

selected pile based on the contents of the documents. That is, the system is

instructed to create subpiles on the basis of the contents (rather than for

example the dates of the documents or other criteria upon which subpiling may

be based). The system responds in step 1023 by examining the contents of

each document in the selected pile and creating several subpiles from the

original selected pile, each subpile containing similar content because of the

operation of the present invention. The system as shown in step 1023 then

assigns a name to each subptls on the basis of the words having the strongest

weights for each subpile.

The user may then select. in step 1025. one of the subpiles by

positioni~g the cursor over the base of the new pile and signalling a selection.

The user then instructs the system to color the pile by date by selecting the

command "color by date." This causes the system to respond in step 1027 by

using the date of documents in the subpile to select a saturation of a color which

is dependent on the date of the document. For example. the most saturated

color represents the oldest document. The user in step 1029 then removes a .

document from this subpile by selecting the document and dragging it out of the

pile. For example. the user may select the oldest document. based on the

saturation color and remove it from the pile and examine the document In step

1031. the user selects a document which is not in any pile and selects the
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command "put away" whichcausesthe system to put the documentinto the

closest, in relevancy, pile or piles depending upon user preference.

Another example of a user's interaction with piles according to the

present invention will now be described by referring to Figures22a, 22b, 22c,

22d and 22e. As shown in these figures, the methodand apparatusof the

present invention may be applied to an object orientedprogramming

environment where the use of piles is made for programming documents which

are not the typical textlbasedofficedocument, even though programming files

contain text. As shown in Figure22a, an object finder window 2201 includes

three components which are the find box 2202,the results box 2204 and the

discard box 2203. In this example, a search is specified by placing a sample

document or a pile in the find box 2202 and the system will find objects that are

similarto the objects in the find box 2202 provided they are not present in the

discard box 2203. That is, the discardbox 2203 acts as a "not" boolean logic

search parameter. The results window or box 2204 showsthe results of a

search which have been automatically placed in three subpiles according to the

present inventionwhere the original search results were placed in a pile which

was then divided into three subpiles2210, 2211, and 2212.

Figure 22b shows a method and apparatus of the present invention

where piles may be used to specify the search query rather than words or other

query techniques. In this case, the find box 2202contains the piles 2219 and

2220 which specify the search query (e.g. by using either internal

2 5 representation of either pile as the search query). That is, the internal"

representation of pile 2219 is OR'ed togetherwith the internal representation of

the pile 2220 so that objectswhich are similarto either internal representation

73
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of either pile will show up in the results window 2204. As shown in Figure 22b,

the discard box 2203 contains the pile 2218 which is used to discard objects

which are found in the search which match the internal representation of the

pile 2218. It is important to realize that the descriptions for the search query are

"fuzzy" in that they are specified by the pile's internal representation rather than

a specific list of key words which are connected by boolean logical operators.

The results of the search are shown in the box 2204.

Figure 22c shows another use of the object finder 2201 where attributes

of objects 2227, 2228, and 2229 are used to search the computer's filing system

for documents and other objects which match the search criteria or have those

attributes. These objects may be piles or other objects which may be treated as

a text document and from which an internal representation of the document may

be derived.

Figures 22d and 22e show a use of the invention in connection with

media objects which represent digitized movies. Each digitized movie ("clip")

have all been indexed by key words when they were created or when they were

edited. the user has placed two clips (digitized movies) into the find box 2202

in order to find similar clips on the basis of the text/keywords for each clip. The

user instructs the computer to find such clips on the basis of either clip 2231 or

clip 2232 within the find box 2202. The system responds displaying four piles

2233, 2234, 2235 and 2236 which match the internal description (or exceed a

threshold set for comparison purposes against a similarity measure). In this

case, the four piles shown in the results window 2204 of Figure 22d were

created by subpiling the original search results pile created from the find

operation. The user may the browse one of the piles as shown in Figure 22e to
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look for certain items which are desired. As shown in Figure 22e, the user has

browsed the pile 2233 to find a particular digitized movts.the indicia or proxy

2238 of which is shown in the view cone 2237 as shown in Figure 22e. It will be

appreciated that the proxy in the case of a movie may actually be an animated

dicon of the digitized movie in that various frames of the movie may be

displayed rapidly in sequence in order to convey the impression the movie

normally conveys when it is played. Similar techniques may be employed tor

other multimedia objects, such as digitized sound, etc.

The foregoing method and apparatus of the present invention may be

conveniently implemented in a computer program in a computer system that is

based upon the flow charts described above. No particular programming

language has been indicated for carrying out the various procedures described

because it is considered that the operations, steps and procedures described

above and illustrated in the accompanying drawings are sufficiently disclosed to

permit one of ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention. Moreover, there

are many computers and operating systems which may be used in practicing

the invention and therefore no detailed computer program could be provided

which would applicable to these many different systems. Each user of a

particular computer will be aware of the languages and tools which are most

useful for that user's needs and purposes.

While the invention has been specifically described with reference to the

figures and with emphasis on certain computer systems, it should be .

understood that the figures are for illustration only and should not be taken as

limitations upon the invention. It is contemplated that many changes and

modifications may be made by one of ordinary skill in the art to the apparatus
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